GMN Caldwell Head Start; Ms. Maggie and Ms. Tresa’s class took a field trip to First Settlement Physical Therapy in Caldwell. Jennifer Castello, Amber Stritz, Drew Wes: and Aaron Hupp shared the physical therapy equipment with the children and worked on a variety of exercises that they can do at home. Each year the teachers look forward to visiting First Settlement. The staff have a great time working with the children and the children love using their muscles. GMN Head Start and Early Head Start are currently accepting applications for enrollment. If you would like to apply for enrollment or you have any questions, please call: Barb M. Clark at 740-732-2388 for the Caldwell Center; and Beth DeLancey at 732-4722 for the Noble Learning Center.

Thomas Harris, Taylor Carpenter, Hunter McMillan, Sawyer Matheney, Michael Touville, Bricker Moore learned how to do push-ups from Drew West.
Jennifer Castel and Alan Ross are working on balance while throwing and catching.

Aaron Hupp is working with Braun Riski, Sawyer Matheney, Alan Ross and his mother Amanda Ross on improving hand strength by squeezing playdough and foam shapes.
Amber Striz is helping Bricker Moore, Michael Touville, Thomas Harris and Sawyer Matheney do sit ups.

Drew is working with Hunter McMillan on balance.